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Introducing a dielectric inclusion inside an epsilon-
near-zero (ENZ) host has been shown to dramatically
affect the effective permeability of the host for a TM-
polarized incident wave, a concept coined as photonic
doping [Science 355, 1058 (2017)]. In this letter, we
theoretically study the prospect of doping the ENZ
host with infinitesimally thin perfect electric conduc-
tor (PEC) inclusions, which we call "zero-area" PEC
dopants. First, we theoretically demonstrate that zero-
area PEC dopants enable the design of soft surfaces
with an arbitrary cross-sectional geometry. Second,
we illustrate the possibility of engineering the PEC
dopants with the goal of transforming the electric field
distribution inside the ENZ while maintaining a spa-
tially invariant magnetic field. We exploit this power-
ful property to dramatically enhance the effective non-
linearity of the ENZ host. © 2020 Optical Society of America
http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/ao.XX.XXXXXX
Over the past two decades, epsilon-near-zero (ENZ) media
have sparked substantial interest among the metamaterials com-
munity, due to their peculiar light-matter interactions[1]. Among
the unique properties of such materials is the uniformity of the
magnetic field for the TM polarization inside such media when
a 2D geometry (i.e. infinitely extended along the out-of-plane
direction) is considered. As a result of this powerful feature, it
has been theoretically and experimentally shown that “doping”
an ENZ host with one or several dielectric dopants enables one
to obtain an effectively magnetic ENZ that is characterized by
a highly tailorable effective permeability (εe f f ' 0, µe f f 6= 1).
Interestingly, this effective material representation is valid in
both the near-field and far-field interactions, and for arbitrarily
shaped bodies [2, 3]. The concept of photonic doping has been
experimentally demonstrated in rectangular metallic waveg-
uides [3], substrate-integrated waveguides [4], and all-dielectric
photonic crystals [5]. In addition, the initial photonic doping
idea has been extended and applied to nonlinear optics [6, 7],
PT symmetry [8], generalized impedance matching [9], transfor-
mation optics [10], and perfect coherent absorption [11].
Typically, the shape and area of a dielectric dopant is de-
signed with the aim of modifying the magnetic flux within the
ENZ host, and in doing so controlling the effective permeability.
Notably, interesting effects might be observed for dopants with
different material and/or geometrical properties. For example,
doping the ENZ host with a PEC inclusion, the effective perme-
ability has been shown to depend solely on the ratio between
the PEC and ENZ cross-sectional areas[3]. As a corollary, em-
bedding infinitesimally thin PEC dopants inside the ENZ, i.e.,
"zero-area PEC dopants", would have absolutely no effect on
the TM-polarized scattered field from the ENZ body. At the
same time, despite being essentially invisible from an outside
observer, the presence of zero-area PEC inclusions imposes an
extra boundary condition that alters the electric field distribu-
tion inside the ENZ. As we numerically illustrate in this Letter,
the geometry of the PEC inclusion may be engineered such that
the electric field inside the ENZ becomes considerably enhanced.
On the other hand, several recent studies have reported huge
optical nonlinearity around the ENZ frequency[12–19]. Intro-
ducing such engineered PEC dopants inside a nonlinear ENZ
host should lead to further enhanced nonlinearity.
Strikingly, while zero-area dopants do not change the exter-
nal response of the ENZ body to TM waves, they can have an
important impact on the response to TE waves. In this man-
ner, they provide the possibility of independently tuning the
anisotropic response of a body with a complex geometry. As an
example of such anisotropic devices, we investigate electromag-
netic soft surfaces, a concept borrowed from acoustics, which
was introduced over three decades ago by Kildal[20, 21]. Such
surfaces exhibit PEC and perfect magnetic conductor (PMC) be-
havior for the TE and TM polarizations, respectively[22] and
have been utilized for various applications, such as reducing
mutual coupling[23] and back radiation[24] of patch antennas.
Soft surfaces have been realized by various corrugated metallic
surfaces[25] and strip-loaded grounded dielectric slabs[22, 26].
We theoretically demonstrate that judiciously doping ENZ me-
dia with zero-area PEC inclusions enables the implementation
of 2D structures with soft surfaces with arbitrary cross-sectional
geometry while recovering subwavelength details of the fields
excited on its boundary.
According to the theory of photonic doping, for the TM po-
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larization, introducing a dielectric inclusion inside an arbitrarily
shaped 2D ENZ medium allows one to largely tailor the effec-
tive permeability, µe f f , while maintaining the effective permit-
tivity near zero, εe f f ' 0. In particular, assuming the ENZ is
doped with a circular dielectric rod, the effective permeability
approaches infinity for specific rod radii[3]. In contrast, insert-
ing a zero-area PEC inclusion inside the ENZ medium does
not disturb the uniform magnetic field inside the ENZ, and
the magnetic flux through the doped ENZ body; thus, leaving
µe f f unaffected (see Supplement 1). Hence, by doping an ENZ
medium with both a dielectric rod and a zero-area PEC inclu-
sion, in accordance with the schematic depicted in Fig. 1a, the
TM-polarized scattered fields may be identical to that from a
PMC with identical geometry. For example, in Figs. 1b,1c, for an
incident TM-polarized plane wave propagating along the −x̂ di-
rection, we numerically confirm that the scattered fields from the
doped ENZ are identical to a PMC with identical geometry[27].
However, the photonic doping concept for ENZ media is
limited to the TM polarization. In other words, a doped ENZ
cannot be accurately described by an effective permittivity and
permeability for the TE polarization. We propose exploiting this
limitation for obtaining a structure with scattering behavior im-
mensely different for the TE and TM polarizations, namely a soft
surface. Even though the zero-area PEC inclusion is essentially
invisible for the TM polarization, its presence significantly alters
the TE-polarized scattered fields. An interesting situation occurs
when a zero-area PEC inclusion conforms with the contour of
the ENZ by a small distance dgap << λ0, except for a tiny open-
ing with length dopening << λ0 that ensures that the PEC body
has a zero area. For the TE polarization, the structure is virtually
identical to a PEC with a very thin ENZ coating, as confirmed in
Figs. 1d,1e. Therefore, in the limiting case of dopening << λ0 and
dgap << λ0, the TE-polarized scattered fields from the doped
ENZ become similar to that of a PEC with identical geometry.
Hence, such doped ENZ media which are equivalent to a PEC
and PMC for the TE and TM polarizations, may be considered
as an alternative approach for designing soft surfaces.
In order to obtain further insight into the operation of such
structures as soft surfaces, we consider the simple geometry of
a slab, as illustrated in Fig. 2a. Assuming the dielectric rod pa-
rameters are chosen to satisfy J0(kdrd) = 0, the doped ENZ slab
is equivalent to a PMC for the TM polarization, resulting in a re-
flection coefficient ΓTM = +1 for normal incidence. In contrast,
for a TE-polarized normally incident plane wave, assuming the
PEC sheet is parallel to the ENZ boundary with electrically small
periodic openings (i.e. wPEC . w), the slab is approximately
equivalent to a PEC surface with an ENZ coating of thickness
dgap. Therefore, upon applying the continuity boundary con-
ditions for the tangential fields and straightforward algebraic
manipulations, one finds the reflection coefficient for normal





Decomposing the reflected wave in terms of circularly polar-
ized components, we find the reflection coefficient for the RHCP
and LHCP components given by ΓRHCP = (ΓTM − ΓTE)/2 and
ΓLHCP = (ΓTM + ΓTE)/2, respectively.
As plotted in Fig. 2b, the results obtained from our full-
wave simulations closely agree with our approximate analytical
expressions which were founded on the premise of a sufficiently




Fig. 1. A soft surface with arbitrary geometry designed us-
ing a doped ENZ medium. (a) Geometry of a 2D ENZ with
cross-sectional area AENZ = 3λ20, doped with a dielectric
rod with permittivitiy εd = 9.84 and radius of rd = 0.122λ0,
and a zero-area PEC inclusion with an opening of length
dopening = 0.01λ0, following the ENZ boundary by a distance
of dgap = 0.01λ0. An incident plane wave is traveling in the
−x̂ direction. (b)-(e) Normalized electric field magnitude dis-
tribution outside (b) the doped ENZ for the TM polarization.
(c) an ideal PMC with identical geometry for the TM polariza-
tion. (d) the doped ENZ for the TE polarization. (e) an ideal
PEC with identical geometry for the TE polarization.
results corroborate that the handedness of an incident circularly
polarized wave is maintained, a hallmark of soft surfaces, as long
as the PEC inclusion is sufficiently close to the ENZ boundary.
In addition to designing soft surfaces, judiciously doping
ENZ media with zero-area PEC inclusions enables shaping
the electric field distribution, and thus significantly enhanc-
ing the nonlinear response of ENZ media, which have al-
ready been shown to manifest an unprecedentedly large optical
nonlinearity[12]. To illustrate this point, we consider an ENZ
slab deployed in a single-ENZ-channel impedance matching
configuration[9]. The parameters of the arrangement illustrated
in Fig. 3a, such as the ENZ and air buffer thicknesses, have
been chosen such that the reflection for a normally incident
TM-polarized wave is suppressed, without the need for a di-
electric inclusion in the ENZ medium. For such a structure, we
investigate the effect of a zero-area spiral PEC inclusion on the
electromagnetic field distribution inside the ENZ slab.
In accordance with our earlier discussion, for a TM-polarized
incident wave, the presence of a PEC spiral does not affect the
electromagnetic fields outside the ENZ, as well as the uniform
magnetic field inside the ENZ medium (see Figs. 3b,3c). How-
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Fig. 2. (a) An RHCP plane wave normally incident from air on
a PEC-backed doped ENZ slab behaving as a soft surface. An
ENZ slab with thickness dENZ = λ0 is doped with periodicity
w = 2λ0 by a dielectric rod with permittivity εd = 9.84 and
radius rd = 0.122λ0, in addition to a zero-area PEC sheet
inclusion with length wPEC = 1.96λ0, separated from the ENZ
boundary by a small distance denoted by dgap. (b) Analytically
and numerically obtained reflection coefficient amplitude for
circularly polarized components as a function of dgap.
ever, the presence of the PEC inclusion imposes an additional
boundary condition which may considerably impact the elec-
tric field distribution inside the ENZ slab. In the context of the
configuration presented in Fig. 3, in the absence of the PEC
inclusion, the electric field maintains the same orientation in the
ENZ slab and the surrounding media (see Fig. 3d). The pres-
ence of the PEC inclusion, however, imposes an extra boundary
condition, requiring a vanishing electric field tangential to the
spiral, hence modifying the orientation of the electric field inside
the ENZ. In fact, with a judicious choice of the geometry of the
zero-area PEC inclusion, such as the spiral depicted in Fig. 3a, it
is possible to dramatically enhance the electric field in portions
of the ENZ medium, as illustrated in Fig. 3e. Although we
have not done so in our proof-of-concept numerical demonstra-
tion, by optimizing the geometry of the zero-area PEC inclusion,
we envision the possibility of enhancing the electric fields even
further inside the ENZ.
Intuitively, the enhanced electric field inside a nonlinear ENZ
medium, created by the presence of zero-area PEC inclusions,
should lead to an enhanced nonlinear response. To verify this
intuition, we assign Kerr nonlinearity to the ENZ medium in the
configuration depicted in Fig. 3a. Simulating the structure for a
range of incident intensities, we confirmed that the presence of
the zero-area PEC inclusion indeed leads to boosted nonlinearity,
as evident from the nonlinear permittivity averaged over the
ENZ, and the reflection coefficient magnitude, plotted in Fig. 4a
and Fig. 4b, respectively. As a matter of fact, the nonlinearity has
been enhanced to the extent that the highly nonlinear character-
istic of hysteresis has emerged. Surprisingly, despite the modest
change in permittivity throughout the ENZ, the reflection be-
comes remarkably large. In fact, as we decrease the incident
intensity, we find that for I0 ' 2.5× 109 (W/m2), the incident
wave undergoes total reflection. According to our numerical
studies, for the incident intensity corresponding to total reflec-
tion, despite a modest change in the permittivity over the entire
ENZ host, the magnetic field is significantly enhanced inside the
spiral. Even though the magnetic field should be uniform inside
an ENZ medium, the modest variation in the permittivity allows
for a nonuniform magnetic field distribution inside the ENZ for
sufficiently large incident intensities (see Supplement 1). It is
noteworthy that our approach for boosting the nonlinearity of
ENZ media is governed by a completely different mechanism




Fig. 3. The effect of a zero-area PEC dopant on the electro-
magnetic field distribution inside a linear ENZ medium. (a) A
TM-polarized plane wave normally incident on an ENZ slab,
doped by a zero-area PEC spiral, deployed in a single-ENZ-
channel impedance matching configuration[9]. The ENZ slab
(εENZ = 10−6) with thickness dENZ = 0.202λ0 and periodicity
w = 0.2λ0 is separated from a dielectric substrate with permit-
tivity εd = 11 by an air gap of thickness dair = 0.330λ0. The
Archimedean spiral has a final radius of r f = 0.4dENZ, initial
radius of ri = 0.1r f and ns = 9 turns (geometry not shown to
scale for improved visual representation). (b)-(c) The normal-
ized magnetic field magnitude, |Hz|/H0, in the absence and
presence of the PEC dopant is illustrated in (b) and (c), respec-
tively. (d)-(e) The normalized electric field magnitude, |~E|/E0,
in the absence and presence of the PEC dopant is illustrated in
(d) and (e), respectively. Note two different scale bars in panels
(d) and (e).
a linear ENZ host with resonant nonlinear dielectric inclusions
to obtain enhanced magnetic nonlinearity[6, 7].
It is worth noting that ENZ media may exhibit a finite amount
of loss. Therefore, we numerically investigated the effect of ENZ
loss on the enhanced nonlinearity. As shown in Fig. 5, we
found that the enhanced nonlinearity remains notable, even in
the presence of realistic levels of ENZ loss. For instance, for
ε′′ENZ = 0.03, which corresponds to the loss of SiC around its
plasma frequency in the mid-infrared regime[29], the reflection
coefficient from the doped ENZ slab exhibits a considerably
stronger dependence on the incident intensity in the presence
of the zero-area PEC spiral, indicating substantially enhanced
nonlinearity arising from the enhanced electric fields provided
by the presence of the PEC inclusion, hence confirming the
practicality of our proposal for the ever-increasing endeavors
for obtaining enhanced nonlinearity in ENZ media[12].
In conclusion, we have theoretically investigated the prospect
of introducing a zero-area PEC inclusion inside an ENZ medium




































Fig. 4. Further enhanced nonlinearity obtained from doping
an ENZ medium with a zero-area PEC inclusion. The geome-
try depicted in Fig. 3a is simulated, except for the nonlinearity
introduced in the ENZ given by εENZ(|~E|) = 10−6 + 3χ
(3) |~E|2
ε0
where χ(3) = 10−29 (C.m/V3)[28]. (a) The nonlinear change in
permittivity, averaged over the ENZ, in the presence and ab-
sence of the zero-area PEC spiral. (b) The reflection coefficient


















































Fig. 5. The effect of ENZ loss on the enhanced nonlinear-
ity studied in Fig. 4. The ENZ permittivity is given by




10−29 (C.m/V3). (a) ε′′ENZ = 10
−3. (b) ε′′ENZ = 10
−2. (c)
ε′′ENZ = 0.03. (d) ε
′′
ENZ = 0.1.
leading to two distinctive applications, namely, designing
soft surfaces and transforming the electric field distribution
inside the ENZ, thereby further enhancing the nonlinearity of
ENZ media. Due to a lack of need for a unit cell, as opposed
to earlier proposals, our approach may facilitate the design
of soft surfaces with arbitrary geometry flexibility, including
geometrical features with a small radius of curvature, in the
limit of a lossless ENZ host. Moreover, we have shown that a
properly designed zero-area PEC inclusion may create enhanced
electric fields inside the ENZ host, resulting in further boosting
the nonlinear response. Finally, we numerically illustrated
that our technique for enhancing the nonlinearity may be
applicable even in the presence of losses corresponding to
realistic materials.
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